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ISOMORPHISMS OF QUOTIENTS OF FDD-ALGEBRAS
SAEED GHASEMI
Abstract. We consider isomorphisms between quotient algebras of
∏
∞
n=0 Mk(n)(C)
associated with Borel ideals on N and prove that it is relatively consistent with
ZFC that all of these isomorphisms are trivial, in the sense that they lift to a
*-homomorphism from
∏
∞
n=0 Mk(n)(C) into itself. This generalizes a result of
Farah-Shelah who proved this result for centers of these algebras, in its dual form.
1. introduction
For quotient structures X/I, Y/J and Φ a homomorphism between them, a
representation of Φ is a map Φ∗ : X → Y such that
X Y
X/I Y/J
Φ∗
piI piJ
Φ
commutes, where πI and πJ denote the respective quotient maps. Note that since
representation is not required to satisfy any algebraic properties, its existence follows
from the axiom of choice. If Φ has a representation which is a homomorphism itself
we say Φ is trivial. The question whether automorphisms between some quotient
structures are trivial, sometimes is called rigidity question and has been studied
for various structures (see for example [26], [8], [17], [23], [15] and [10]). It turns
out that for many structures the answers to these questions highly depend on the
set-theoretic axioms. To see a brief introduction on rigidity questions for Boolean
algebras the reader may refer to [14, §1]. Also for a good reference on C*-algebras
refer to [2].
By the Gelfand-Naimark duality (see [2], §II.2.2) the rigidity question has an
equivalent reformulation in the category of commutative C*-algebras. For non-unital
C*-algebra A the corona of A is the non-commutative analogue of the Cˇech-Stone
reminder of a non-compact, locally compact topological space. Motivated by a
question of Brown-Douglas-Fillmore [4, 1.6(ii)] the rigidity question for the category
of C*-algebras has been studied for various corona algebras. In particular, assuming
the continuum hypothesis (CH) Phillips and Weaver [15] constructed 2ℵ1 many
automorphism of the Calkin algebra over a separable Hilbert space. Since there
are only continuum many inner automorphisms of the Calkin algebra this implies
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that there are many outer automorphisms. On the other hand it was shown by I.
Farah [10] that under Todorcevic’s Axiom1 (TA) all automorphisms of the Calkin
algebra over a separable Hilbert space are inner and later he showed that the Proper
Forcing Axiom (PFA) implies that all automorphisms of the Calkin algebra over
any Hilbert space are inner [9].
In [5] S. Coskey and I. Farah have conjectured the following:
Conjecture 1: The Continuum Hypothesis implies that the corona of every
separable, non-unital C*-algebra has nontrivial automorphisms.
Conjecture 2: Forcing axioms imply that the corona of every separable, non-
unital C*-algebra has only trivial automorphisms.
In conjecture 2 the notion of triviality refers to a weaker notion than the one
used in this paper, and it assures that automorphisms are definable in ZFC in a
strong sense. In the same article it has been proved that assuming CH every σ-
unital C*-algebra which is either simple or stable has non-trivial automorphisms
(see also [13]). On the other hand TA and MA imply that all automorphisms of
reduced products of UHF-algebras are trivial [21].
In [10] the corona algebras of the form
∏
nMk(n)(C)/
⊕
nMk(n)(C) play a crucial
role in proving that ”TA implies all automorphisms of the Calkin algebra are inner”.
In the class of C*-algebras
∏
nMk(n)(C) can be considered as a good counterpart of
P (N) in set theory and as it will be clear from next section, trivial automorphisms of
the corona of these algebras give rise to trivial automorphisms of the boolean algebra
P (N)/F in, where F in is the ideal of all finite subsets of the natural numbers.
Since the corona of
∏
nMn(C) is fully countably saturated structure in the sense
of the model theory for metric structures (see [3] and [12]) and its character density
(the smallest cardinality of a dense subset) is the continuum, under CH it is possible
to use a diagonalization argument to show that there are 2ℵ1 automorphisms of each
of these corona algebras. Therefore there are many non-trivial automorphisms (see
[11], §2.4).
Given an ideal J on N and a sequence of C*-algebras {An : n ∈ N}, define the
norm-closed ideal ⊕
J
An = {(an) ∈
∏
n
An : lim
n→J
‖an‖ = 0}
of
∏
nAn, where limn→J ‖an‖ = 0 means that for every ǫ > 0 the set {n ∈ N :
‖an‖ ≥ ǫ} ∈ J . The quotient C*-algebra
∏
nAn/
⊕
J An is usually called the
reduced product of the sequence {An : n ∈ N} over the ideal J . Clearly if J = F in
then
∏
nAn/
⊕
J An is the corona of
∏
nAn and operator algebraists usually call it
the asymptotic sequence algebra of the sequence {An : n ∈ N}.
1Todorcevic’s Axiom is also known as the ’Open Coloring Axiom’ and it is a well-known conse-
quence of the ’Proper Forcing Axiom’.
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If ideals I and J on N are Rudin-Keisler isomorphic (see Proposition 2.4 (1)
for the definition) via a bijection σ : N \ A → N \ B for A ∈ I and B ∈ J , then
for sequences of C*-algebras {An} and {Bn}, an obvious isomorphism Φ between
algebras
∏
nAn/
⊕
I An and
∏
n Bn/
⊕
J Bn can be obtained when ϕn : An
∼= Bσ(n)
for every n ∈ N \ A, and Φ is defined by
Φ(πI((an))) = πJ (ϕn(an)),
where πI and πJ are respective canonical quotient maps. Let us call such an iso-
morphism strongly trivial.
We will show that if the quotients of
∏
nMn(C) are associated with analytic
P-ideals on N then it is impossible to construct nontrivial isomorphisms of these
algebras without appealing to some additional set-theoretic axioms. This is a con-
sequence of our main result (Theorem 2.2) which implies the following corollary.
Corollary 1.1. It is relatively consistent with ZFC that for all analytic P-ideals I
and J on N all isomorphisms between
∏
nMn(C)/
⊕
I Mn(C) and
∏
nMn(C)/
⊕
J Mn(C)
are strongly trivial. In particular all automorphisms of the corona
∏
nMn(C)/
⊕
nMn(C)
are strongly trivial.
It is worth noticing that in general for sequences of separable unital C*-algebras
An and Bn the question of whether the algebras
∏
nAn/
⊕
nAn and
∏
n Bn/
⊕
n Bn
are isomorphic underCH reduces to the weaker question of whether they are elemen-
tary equivalent, when their unit balls are considered as models for metric structures.
This follows from the fact that two κ-saturated elementary equivalent structures of
character density κ are isomorphic, for any uncountable cardinal κ [12, Proposition
4.13].
In the main result of this paper we show that assuming there is a measurable
cardinal, there is a countable support iteration of proper and ωω-bounding forcings
of the form PI , for a σ-ideal I, such that in the forcing extension all (isomorphisms)
automorphisms of quotients of
∏
nMk(n)(C) over ideals generated by some Borel
ideals on N have continuous representations and if these quotients are associated
with analytic P-ideals then all such automorphisms are trivial. This generalizes the
main result of [14] since the centers of these C*-algebras [see §2] correspond to the
Boolean algebras handled in [14]. The assumption that there exists a measurable
cardinal is there merely to make sure that Π12 sets in the generic extension have
Baire-measurable uniformizations. We use a slight modification of the Silver forcing
instead of the creature forcing used in [14]. In section 3 we give a brief introduction
to some the properties of these forcings and their countable support iterations. As
in [14] the results of this paper are consistent with the Calkin algebra having an
outer automorphism [corollary 6.1].
We follow [10] and use the terminology ’FDD-algebras’ (Finite Dimensional De-
composition) for spatial representations of
∏
nMk(n)(C) on separable Hilbert spaces,
but throughout this paper we usually identify FDD-algebras with
∏
nMk(n)(C) for
some sequence of natural numbers {k(n)}.
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2. fdd-algebras and closed ideals associated with borel ideals
For a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space H let B(H) denote the space
of all bounded linear operators on H . For a C*-algebra A we use A≤1 to denote the
unit ball of A.
Definition 2.1. Fix a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space H with an or-
thonormal basis {en : n ∈ N}. Let ~E = (En) be a partition of N into finite intervals,
i.e., a finite set of consecutive natural numbers, and D[ ~E] denote the von Neumann
algebra of all operators in B(H) such that the subspace spanned by {ei : i ∈ En} is
invariant. These algebras are called FDD-algebras.
Clearly D[ ~E] is isomorphic to
∏∞
n=0M|En|(C). The unit ball of D[
~E] is a Polish
space when equipped with the strong operator topology and this allows us to use
tools from descriptive set theory in this context.
For M ⊆ N let P
~E
M be the projection on the closed span of
⋃
n∈M{ei : i ∈
~En}
and DM [ ~E] be the closed ideal P
~E
MDM [ ~E]P
~E
M = P
~E
MD[ ~E]. For a fixed ~E we often
drop the superscript and write PM and Pn instead of P
~E
M and P
~E
{n}.
For a Borel ideal J on N, the subspace DJ [ ~E] =
⋃
X∈J DX [
~E] is a closed ideal
of D[ ~E]. Equivalently
DJ [ ~E] = {(an) ∈ D[ ~E] : lim
n→J
‖an‖ = 0}.
Let CJ [ ~E] = D[ ~E]/DJ [ ~E] and πJ be the natural quotient map. For operators
a and b in D[ ~E] we usually write a =J b instead of a− b ∈ DJ [ ~E].
An ideal J on N is a P-ideal if for every sequence {An} of sets in J there exists
A ∈ J such that An \ A is finite, for every n.
The following theorem is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 2.2. Assume there is a measurable cardinal. There is a forcing extension
in which for partitions ~E and ~F of the natural numbers into finite intervals, if I
and J are Borel ideals on the natural numbers, then the following are true.
(1) Any automorphism Φ : CJ [ ~E] → CJ [ ~E] has a (strongly) continuous repre-
sentation.
(2) Any isomorphism Φ : CI [ ~E]→ CJ [~F ] has a continuous representation.
If I and J are analytic P-ideals then
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(3) Any automorphism Φ : CJ [ ~E] → CJ [ ~E] has a *-homomorphism representa-
tion.
(4) Any isomorphism Φ : CI [ ~E]→ CJ [~F ] has a *-homomorphism representation.
The following corollary follows from the proof of theorem 2.2 and does not
require any large cardinal assumption. See §5 for definition of local triviality.
Corollary 2.3. There is a forcing extension in which if I and J are (P)-ideals
on N, any *-homomorphism Φ : CI [ ~E] → CJ [~F ] has a locally (*-homomorphism)
continuous representation.
In order to avoid making notations more complicated we only prove this theorem
for automorphisms and it is easy to see that the same proof works for isomorphisms.
In our forcing extension every such isomorphism has a simple description as
it turns out that these isomorphisms are implemented by isometries between ”co-
small” subspaces. For partitions ~E = (En) and ~F = (Fn) of N into finite intervals in
the following proposition let D[ ~E] and D[~F ] be the FDD-algebras associated with
~E and ~F with respect to fixed orthonormal basis {en : n ∈ N} and {fn : n ∈ N} for
Hilbert spaces H and K respectively. Also let
Hn = span{ei : i ∈ En} Pn = Proj(Hn)
Kn = span{fi : i ∈ Fn} Qn = Proj(Kn).
Proposition 2.4. Assume there is a measurable cardinal. There is a forcing ex-
tension in which the following holds. Assume I, J are analytic P-ideals on N and
~E = (En), ~F = (Fn) are partitions of N into finite intervals. Then there is an
isomorphism Φ : CI [ ~E] 7→ CJ [~F ] if and only if
(1) I and J are Rudin-Keisler isomorphic, i.e., there are sets B ∈ I and C ∈ J
and a bijection σ : N \B 7→ N \C such that X ∈ I if and only if σ[X ] ∈ J ,
and
(2) |En| = |Fσ(n)| for every n ∈ N \B.
Moreover, for every n ∈ N \ B there is a linear isometry un : Hn 7→ Kσ(n) such
that if u =
∑
n∈N\B un , then the map a 7→ uau
∗ is a representation of Φ.
Proof. The inverse direction of the first statement is trivial. To prove the forward
direction assume Φ : CI [ ~E] 7→ CJ [~F ] is an isomorphism. Using theorem 2.2 there is
a forcing extension in which there is a *-homomorphism Ψ : D[ ~E] 7→ D[~F ] which is
a representation of Φ. For every n we have Ψ(Pn)(K) ⊆ Qm(K) for some m. It is
easy to see that since Φ is an isomorphism there are B ∈ I, C ∈ J and a bijection
σ : N\B 7→ N\C such that for every n ∈ N\B we have Ψ(Pn)(K) = Qσ(n)(K). The
map σ witnesses that I and J are Rudin-Keisler isomorphic. Moreover, for every
one-dimensional projection P ∈ B(Hn) the image, Ψ(P ), is also a one-dimensional
projection in B(Kσ(n)). In particular |En| = |Fσ(n)|.
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Now for every n ∈ N\B assume En = [kn, kn+1] and define a unitary a ∈ B(Hn)
by
a(eki) =
{
eki+1 kn ≤ i < kn+1
ekn i = kn+1.
Fix ξ0 ∈ Kσ(n). Let b = Ψ(a) and ξj = b
j(ξ0) (b
j is the j-th power of b) for each
0 ≤ j < |En|. Then {ξj : 0 ≤ j < |En|} forms a basis for Kσ(n) and ekj 7→ ξj defines
an isometry un as required.
Now u =
⊕
n∈N\B un is an isometry from
⊕
n∈N\BHn to
⊕
n∈N\C Kn such that
Ψ(a)− uau∗ ∈ DJ (~F ) for all a ∈ D[ ~E]. 
As we mentioned in the introduction the result of Farah and Shelah [14] can be
obtained from theorem 2.2.
Corollary 2.5. If there is measurable cardinal, there is a forcing extension in which
every isomorphism between quotient Boolean algebras P (N)/I and P (N)/J over
Borel ideals has a continuous representation.
Proof. Let En = {n}. Then D[ ~E] ∼= ℓ∞ is the standard atomic masa (maximal
abelian subalgebra) of B(H) and for
Jˆ = {(αn) ∈ ℓ∞ : lim
n→J
αn = 0}
clearly CJ [ ~E] = ℓ∞/Jˆ ∼= C(st(P (N)/J )) where st(P (N)/J ) is the Stone space of
P (N)/J . The duality between categories implies that every isomorphism Φ between
P (N)/I and P (N)/J corresponds to an isomorphism Φ˜ between C(st(P (N)/I))
and C(st(P (N)/J )). The continuous map witnessing the topological triviality of Φ˜
corresponds to a continuous map witnessing the topological triviality of Φ. 
For any partition ~E let Z(CJ [ ~E]) denote the center of CJ [ ~E] and U(n) be the
compact group of all unitary n×n matrices equipped with the bi-invariant normal-
ized Haar measure µ. More generally the following are true.
Lemma 2.6. For any ideal J
Z(CJ [ ~E]) =
Z(D[ ~E])
DJ [ ~E] ∩ Z(D[ ~E])
.
Proof. Clearly we have Z(D[ ~E])/(DJ [ ~E] ∩ Z(D[ ~E])) ⊆ Z(CJ [ ~E]). For the other
direction it is enough to show that for every a + DJ [ ~E] ∈ Z(CJ [ ~E]) there exists a
a′ ∈ Z(D[ ~E]) such that a − a′ ∈ DJ [ ~E], in other words every element of Z(CJ [ ~E])
can be lifted to an element of Z(D[ ~E]). Let a = (an) be such that each an belongs
to M|En|(C) and a +D
J [ ~E] ∈ Z(CJ [ ~E)]. For every n let
a′n =
∫
u∈U(|En|)
uanu
∗dµ
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and since µ is bi-invariant, for every unitary u ∈ M|En|(C) we have ua
′
nu
∗ = a′n. If
a′ = (a′n) then a
′ ∈ Z(D[ ~E]) and a− a′ ∈ DJ [ ~E]. 
Proposition 2.7. Z(CJ [ ~E]) ∼= C(st(P (N)/J )).
Proof. Clearly we have Z(D[ ~E]) ∼= ℓ∞ and D
J [ ~E] ∩ Z(D[ ~E]) ∼= Jˆ . Therefore by
lemma 2.6 we have Z(CJ [ ~E]) ∼= ℓ∞/Jˆ ∼= C(st(P (N)/J )). 
3. groupwise silver forcing and forcings of the form PI
In this section we introduce the forcing used in this context and provide some
preliminaries on the properties of these forcings which are used throughout this
paper. To see more on forcing and these properties the reader may refer to [1] and
[25].
A forcing notion P is called to be Suslin if its underlying set is an analytic set
of reals and both ≤ and ⊥ are analytic relations.
The following is similar to infinitely equal forcing EE [1, §7.4.C]. Let ~I = (In)
be a partition of N into non-empty finite intervals and Gn be a finite set, for each
n ∈ N. We denote the set of the reals by R =
∏
nGn endowed with the product
topology. For each n define F
~I
n =
∏
i∈In
Gi and let F
~I =
∏
n∈N F
~I
n . Moreover for any
X ⊆ N let F
~I
X =
∏
n∈X F
~I
n . In particular if X is an interval such as {k, k+1, . . . , ℓ}
we use F[k,ℓ] to denote F{k,k+1,...,ℓ}. For a fixed partition ~I we sometimes drop the
superscript ~I.
Fix a partition ~I = (In) of the natural numbers into finite intervals. Define the
groupwise Silver forcing S
F
~I associated with F
~I , to be the following forcing notion:
A condition p ∈ S
F
~I is a function from M ⊆ N into
⋃∞
n=0 F
~I
n , such that N \ M
is infinite and p(n) ∈ F
~I
n . A condition p is stronger than q if p extends q. Each
condition p can be identified with [p], the set of all its extensions to N, as a compact
subset of F
~I . For a generic G, f =
⋃
{p : p ∈ G} is the generic real.
Recall that a forcing notion P is ωω-bounding if for every p ∈ P and a P-name for
a function f˙ : ω → ω there are q ≤ p and g ∈ ωω ∩ V such that q  f˙(nˇ) ≤ gˇ(nˇ) ∀n.
Theorem 3.1. S
F
~I is a proper and ω
ω-bounding forcing.
Proof. Let M ≺ Hθ for a large enough θ, be a countable transitive model of ZFC
containing ~I and S
F
~I . Suppose {An : n ∈ N} is the set of all maximal antichains in
M and q ∈ S
F
~I is given. First we claim that there exists p ∈ SF ~I such that for every
n the set {q ∈ An : q is compatible with p} is finite. To see this let p ≤n q if and only
if q ⊂ p and the first n elements that are not in the domain of q are not in the domain
of p. We build a fusion sequence p0 ≥0 p1 ≥1 . . . pn ≥n pn+1 ≥n+1 . . . recursively.
For the given q let p0 = q and suppose pn is chosen. Let B = {k1 . . . kn} be the set of
first n elements of N\dom(pn) ordered increasingly. Since An is a maximal antichain,
pn is compatible with some s ∈ An. Let pn+1 = pn ∪ s ↾(kn,∞). Note that pn+1 is
compatible with only finitely many elements of An, namely, only possibly those
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elements t ∈ An which t(i) 6= s(i) for some i ∈ [0, kn). Let p =
⋃
n pn be the fusion
of the above sequence. For every n the set Cn = {q ∈ An : q is compatible with p}
is finite and predense below p for every n. Therefore An ∩M contains Cn and is
predense below p.
To see S
F
~I is ω
ω-bounding assume f˙ is an S
F
~I -name such that q  f˙ : N → N.
As above we build a fusion sequence q = p0 ≥0 p1 ≥1 . . . pn ≥n pn+1 ≥n+1 . . . . Let
B be defined as above and {rj : j < k} be the list of all functions r : B →
⋃
i∈C F
~I
i
where C is a finite set such that for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n we have r(kj) ∈ F
~I
i for some
i ∈ C. Successively find pn = p
0
n ≥n p
1
n ≥n · · · ≥n p
k−1
n such that:
pjn ∪ rj  f˙(n) = aˇ
j
n.
Let pn+1 =
⋃
pjn and Dn = {a
j
n : j < k}. Now the fusion of this sequence p
forces that for every n we have f(n) ∈ Dn. Define a ground model map g : N→ N
by g(n) to be the largest element of Dn. Therefore p forces that g(n) ≥ f(n) for all
n.

The following property is the main reason that we use S
F
~I in this context.
Definition 3.2. We say a forcing notion P captures F
~I if there exists a P-name for
a real x˙ such that for every p ∈ P there is an infinite M ⊆ N such that for every
a ∈ F
~I
M there is qa ≤ p such that qa  x˙ ↾M= aˇ.
Lemma 3.3. For any partition ~I of N into finite intervals, S
F
~I captures F
~I .
Proof. Suppose x˙ is the canonical S
F
~I -name for the generic real and p ∈ SF ~I is given.
Let M be an infinite subset of N\dom(p) such that N\(M ∪dom(p)) is also infinite.
For every a ∈ F
~I
M let qa = p∪ a. Since N \ (M ∪ dom(p)) is infinite, qa is a condition
in S
F
~I and qa  x˙ ↾M= aˇ. 
Lemma 3.4. For every S
F
~I -name for a real x˙ and q ∈ SF ~I there are p ≤ q and
a continuous function f : p → R such that p forces f(r˙gen) = x˙, where r˙gen is the
canonical name for the generic real.
Proof. Assume q forces that x˙ is a S
F
~I -name for a real. By identifying each condition
with the corresponding compact set we can find a fusion sequence {ps : s ∈
⋃
n F
~I
[0,n)}
such that for each s ∈ F
~I
[0,n) (here s just would be used as an index) ps  x˙ ↾[0,n)= us
for some us ∈ F
~I
[0,n). Let
p =
⋂
n∈N
⋃
s∈F
~I
[0,n)
ps
be the fusion. For each y ∈ p let b ∈ F
~I be the branch such that y ∈ pb↾[0,n) for
each n. Define f(y) ↾[0,n)= ub↾[0,n). f is a continuous map and y ∈ pb↾C implies
d(f(y), x˙) < 2−n. Therefore p  f(r˙gen) = x˙. 
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The above lemma shows that S
F
~I satisfies the ,so called, continuous reading of
names. This can also be seen by noticing that the groupwise Silver forcing can be
viewed as a forcing with Borel I-positive sets, PI = B(R)/I, for a σ-ideal I, where I
is the σ-ideal σ-generated by partial functions with cofinite domains. These forcings
are studied by J. Zapletal in [30] and [31]. Since groupwise Silver forcings (as well as
the random forcing, which will be used in our iteration) are proper and conditions
are compact sets, by a theorem of Zapletal [30, Lemma 2.2.1 and Lemma 2.2.3] the
continuous reading of names is equivalent to the forcing being ωω-bounding.
Lemma 3.5 (J. Zapletal). Let I be a σ-ideal on a Polish space X and PI is a proper
forcing. Then following are equivalent.
(1) PI is ω
ω-bounding.
(2) Compact sets are dense in PI and PI has continuous reading of names.
Note that it is essential that compact conditions are dense in the poset, since
the Cohen forcing is proper and of the form PI , but it is not ω
ω-bounding, yet it
does have the continuous reading of names.
In Zapletal’s theory the countable support iteration of forcings of the form PI
has been studied for reasonably definable ideals called iterable [30, Definition 3.1.1].
The following is a generalization of the classical Fubini product of two ideals.
Definition 3.6 (J. Zapletal). For a countable ordinal α and σ-ideals {Iξ : ξ ∈ α}
on the reals, the Fubini product,
∏
ξ∈α Iξ, is the ideal on R
α defined as the collection
of all sets A ⊆ Rα for which the player I has a winning strategy in the game G(A)
as follows: at stage β ∈ α player I plays a set Bβ ∈ Iβ and player II produces a real
rβ ∈ R \Bβ. Player II wins the game G(A) if the sequence {rβ : β ∈ α} belongs to
the set A.
It is easy to see that
∏
ξ∈α Iξ is a σ-ideal on R
α since player I can always
combine countably many of his winning strategies into one. In the presence of large
cardinals the game G(A) is always determined for iterable ideals. However without
large cardinals we need some additional definability assumptions on the ideals to
guarantee that the game G(A) is determined, see [30] section 3.3.
Recall that for Polish spaces X, Y and A ⊆ X × Y , for any x ∈ X the vertical
section of A at x is the set Ax = {y ∈ Y : (x, y) ∈ A}.
Definition 3.7. A σ-ideal I on a polish space X is Π11 on Σ
1
1 if for every Σ
1
1 set
B ⊆ 2N ×X the set {x ∈ 2N : Bx ∈ I} is Π
1
1.
Some commonly used ideals fail to be Π11 on Σ
1
1, e.g. a σ-ideal I for which
the forcing PI is proper and adds a dominating real is not Π
1
1 on Σ
1
1. However the
σ-ideals corresponding to the Silver forcing, random forcing and many other natural
forcings are Π11 on Σ
1
1 . In fact for a σ-ideal I on R if the poset PI consists of
compact sets and is Suslin, proper and ωω-bounding, then I is Π11 on Σ
1
1 (see [30],
Appendix C).
The following is due to V. Kanovei and J. Zapletal.
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Theorem 3.8. Suppose α is a countable ordinal and {Iξ : ξ < α} is a sequence of
Π11 on Σ
1
1 σ-ideals on the reals. Then the poset B(R
α)/
∏
ξ∈α Iξ is forcing equivalent
to the countable support iteration of the ground model forcings {PIξ , ξ ≤ α} of
length α.
Proof. The proof is similar to [30, Lemma 3.3.1, corollary 3.3.2], where it is stated
for the case Iξ = I for all ξ < α. 
We will occasionally use the following property of countable support forcing
iterations, which was defined in [14], to prove our main theorem.
Definition 3.9. Assume Pκ = {Pξ, Q˙η : ξ ≤ κ, η < κ} is a countable support forcing
iteration such that each Q˙η is a Pη-name for a ground-model forcing notion which
adds a generic real g˙η. We say Pκ has continuous reading of names if for every
Pκ-name x˙ for a new real, the set of conditions p such that there exist a countable
S ⊂ κ, a compact K ⊂ RS, and a continuous h : K → R such that
p  ”〈g˙ξ : ξ ∈ S〉 ∈ K and x˙ = h(〈g˙ξ : ξ ∈ S〉)”
is dense.
Proposition 3.10. If Pκ = {Pξ, Q˙η : ξ ≤ κ, η < κ} is a countable support iteration
of ground model forcings such that each Q˙η is a Pη-name for a Suslin, proper and
ωω-bounding partial order of the form PI such that compact conditions form a dense
subset, then Pκ has the continuous reading of names.
Proof. Suppose Qξ = PIξ and p ∈ Pκ forces that x˙ a Pκ-name for a real. Let S be
the support of p and I =
∏
ξ∈S Iξ. If PI = B(R
S)/I, by theorem 3.8 we can assume
that x˙ is a PI-name and since PI is proper, ω
ω-bounding and compact conditions
form a dense subset, by Zapletal’s characterization of continuous reading of names
for these posets, lemma 3.5, there are a compact condition q ≤ p and a continuonus
function h : q 7→ R such that q  h(〈g˙ξ : ξ ∈ S〉) = x˙. 
Let I be a σ-ideal and M be an elementary submodel of some large enough
structure containing I. A real x is calledM-generic if the set {B ∈ PI∩M : x ∈ B}
is anM-generic filter on PI . The poset PI is proper if and only if for every such M
and every I-positive set B ∈ PI ∩M the set {x ∈ B : x is M-generic} is I-positive
[30, Lemma 2.1.2].
The forcing used in this paper is a countable support iteration of the groupwise
Silver forcings and the random forcing. Let Pκ = {Pξ, Q˙η : ξ ≤ κ, η < κ} be such
a forcing of length κ. In lemma 3.12 below, we will show that assuming MA in
the ground model, any Σ12 set in the generic extension by Pκ can be uniformized
by a Baire-measurable map in the ground model. In order to prove this we first
need the following lemma. It is proved in [31] but we include the proof here for the
convenience of the reader.
Lemma 3.11. Suppose I is a σ-ideal on a Polish space X such that PI is proper.
Let Y be a Polish space and p ∈ PI forces that B˙ is a Borel subset of Y . Then there
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is a Borel I-positive condition q ≤ p and a ground model Borel set D ⊆ q × Y such
that q  D˙r˙gen = B˙.
Proof. The proof is carried out by induction on the Borel rank of B˙. Since the
forcing PI preserves ℵ1 by possibly strengthening the condition p we may assume
that the Borel rank of B˙ is forced to be ≤ α for a fixed countable ordinal α. LetM
be a countable elementary submodel of a large enough structure.
Assume B˙ is forced to be a closed set. Fix a countable base O for the topology
of the space Y . Since PI is proper we can find [30] a Borel I-positive set q ≤ p
(in fact q is the set of all M-generic reals in p) and a ground model Borel function
f : q 7→ P(O) such that q  fˇ(r˙gen) = {O ∈ O : B˙ ∩ O = ∅}. Define D = {(x, y) ∈
q × Y : y /∈
⋃
f(x)}. It is easy to check that D is the required Borel set. The proof
for open sets is similar.
Now suppose p forces that B˙ =
⋃
n B˙n where B˙n’s are sets of lower Borel rank.
Let q = {x ∈ p : x is M-generic}. Using the inductive assumption for each n ∈ N
find a maximal antichain A(n) ⊂ PI below p, such that for every condition s ∈ A(n)
there is a Borel set D(s, n) ⊂ s × Y such that s  D˙(s, n)r˙gen = B˙(n). For every
n ∈ N let D(n) =
⋃
{D(s, n) : s ∈M∩A(n)}∩q×Y ⊂ q×Y . The condition q forces
that the generic real r˙gen belongs to exactly one condition in the antichainM∩A(n)
for every n. Therefore B˙(n) =
⋃
{Dˇ(s, n) : s ∈M∩A(n)}r˙gen = D˙(n)r˙gen . Now the
set D =
⋃
nD(n) is clearly a Borel subset of q × Y and q forces that B˙ = D˙r˙gen.
The countable intersection case is a similar argument. 
The following lemma can be ignored in proving theorem 2.2 since it immediately
follows from the large assumption. Nevertheless it implies that in order to get local
triviality of isomorphisms or even *-homomorphisms of FDD-algebras, corollary 2.3,
no large cardinal assumption is necessary.
Lemma 3.12. Assume MA holds in the ground model and Pκ is a countable support
iteration of length κ of proper forcings of the form PI with compact conditions. If
C˙ is a Pκ-name for a Σ
1
2 subset of R×R in the extension such that for every x˙ ∈ R
the vertical section C˙x˙ is non-empty, then there are q ∈ Pκ and a Baire-measurable
map h : R 7→ R such that for every Pκ-name x˙ for a real
q  (x˙, hˇ(x˙)) ∈ C˙.
Proof. Let Iξ be the σ-ideal associated with Q˙ξ. Since Σ
1
2 sets are projections of
Π11 sets and MA implies that all Σ
1
2 sets have the property of Baire, it is enough
to uniformize Π11 sets. Assume some p ∈ Pκ forces that C˙ is a Π
1
1 subset of R× R.
There is a Pκ-name B˙ for a Borel subset of R
3 such that p  R2 − pr{1,2}(B˙) = C˙
where pr{1,2} is the projection on the first and second coordinates of R
3. Let the
countable set S ⊂ κ denote the support of p and
PS = {Pξ, Q˙η : ξ ∈ S, η ∈ S}
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and let IS =
∏
ξ∈S Iξ. Since these forcings are proper Suslin and ω
ω-bounding
[14, Lemma 4.3] we have p PS R
2 − pr{1,2}(B˙) = C˙.
Let α be the order-type of S. By forcing equivalence of PS and PIS = B(R
S)/IS
and for simplicity assume p ∈ PIS . Since PIS is proper, by lemma 3.11, there is a
ground model Borel set D ⊆ Rα×R3 and q ≤ p such that q  B˙ = D˙r˙gen where r˙gen
is the canonical PIS -name for the generic real in R
α. Therefore
(1) q  R2 − pr{α+1,α+2}(D˙r˙gen) = C˙.
Now since the set E = Rα+2 − pr{1,...,α+2}(D) is Π
1
1, by Kondoˆ’s uniformization
theorem, E has a Π11 and hence a Baire-measurable uniformization g : pr{1,...,α+1}(E) 7→
R.
Let M be an elementary submodel of some large enough structure containing
IS and Pκ, and also let t = {x ∈ q : x is M-generic}. Since PIS is proper, t is a
condition in PIS . Fix x ∈ t and note that since the sections of C˙ are non-empty, for
every y ∈ R we have
[pr{α+1,α+2}(D˙x)]y = C˙y 6= ∅
Therefore t×R ⊆ dom(g). For every x ∈ t and y ∈ R we have (x, y, g(x, y)) ∈ E.
Define the function h : R 7→ R by
h(y) = g(r˙gen, y)
By above and (1) we have t  (y˙, hˇ(y˙)) ∈ C˙. 
4. topologically trivial automorphisms of analytic p-ideal
quotients of fdd-algebras
In this section we study the automorphisms of quotients of FDD-algebras over
ideals associated with analytic P-ideals with Baire-measurable representations. Our
result resembles the fact that for an analytic P-ideal J any automorphism of P (N)/J
with a Baire-measurable representation has an asymptotically additive representa-
tion (see [6], §1.5).
Definition 4.1. A map µ : P(N) → [0,∞] is a submeasure supported by N if for
A,B ⊆ N
µ(∅) = 0
µ(A) ≤ µ(A ∪ B) ≤ µ(A) + µ(B).
It is lower semicontinuous if for all A ⊆ N we have
µ(A) = lim
n→∞
µ(A ∩ [1, n]).
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For a lower semicontinuous submeasure µ let
Exh(µ) = {A ⊆ N : lim
n
µ(A \ [1, n]) = 0}.
This is an Fσδ P-ideal on N (see [6]) and by Solecki’s theorem [27] every analytic
P-ideal is of the form Exh(µ) for some lower semicontinuous submeasure µ.
For the rest of this section let J = Exh(µ) be an analytic P-ideal on N for a
lower semicontinuous submeasure µ, containing all finite sets (F in ⊆ J ). For each
a ∈ D[ ~E] define supp(a) ⊆ N by
supp(a) = {n ∈ N : Pna 6= 0}
and in order to make notations simpler let µˆ : D[ ~E]→ [0,∞] be µˆ(a) = µ(supp(a)).
Definition 4.2 (Approximate *-homomorphism). Assume A and B are unital C*-
algebras. A map Ψ : A → B is an ǫ-approximate unital *-homomorphism if for
every a and b in A≤1 the following hold:
(1) ‖ Ψ(ab)−Ψ(a)Ψ(b) ‖≤ ǫ
(2) ‖ Ψ(a+ b)−Ψ(a)−Ψ(b) ‖≤ ǫ
(3) ‖ Ψ(a∗)−Ψ(a)∗ ‖≤ ǫ
(4) |‖Ψ(a)‖ − ‖a‖| ≤ ǫ
(5) ‖ Ψ(I)− I ‖≤ ǫ
We say Ψ is δ-approximated by a unital *-homomorphism Λ if ‖ Ψ(a)−Λ(a) ‖≤ δ
for all a ∈ A≤1.
Next lemma is an Ulam-stability type result for finite-dimensional C*-algebras
which will be required in the proof of lemma 4.5. To see a proof look at [10, Theorem
5.1].
Lemma 4.3. There is a universal constant K < ∞ such that for every ǫ small
enough , A and B finite-dimensional C*-algebras, every Borel-measurable ǫ-approximate
unital *-homomorphism Ψ : A→ B can be Kǫ-approximated by a unital *-homomorphism.
We will also use the following standard fact. To see a proof of this refer to [10,
Theorem 5.8].
Lemma 4.4. If 0 < ǫ < 1/8 then in every C*-algebra A the following holds. For
every a ∈ A satisfying ‖a− a2‖ ≤ ǫ and ‖a− a∗‖ ≤ ǫ, there is a projection P ∈ A
such that ‖P − a‖ ≤ 4ǫ.
Assume Φ : CJ [ ~E]→ CJ [ ~E] is an automorphism and D[ ~E] is equipped with the
strong operator topology. Recall that if M ⊆ N then PM denotes the projection
on the closed span of
⋃
n∈M{ei : i ∈
~En}. For each n fix a finite set of operators
Gn which is 2
−n-dense (in norm) in the unit ball of D{n}[ ~E] ∼= M|En|(C). Let
F =
∏∞
n=1Gn and FM = PMF for any M ⊆ N.
Lemma 4.5. If an automorphism Φ : CJ [ ~E] → CJ [ ~E] has a Baire-measurable
representation Φ∗, then it has a *-homomorphism representation.
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Proof. First we show that Φ has a (strongly) continuous representation on F and
then we construct a *-homomorphism representation on D[ ~E] by using a similar
argument used in chapter 6 of [10].
The first part is a well-known fact (see [6]). To see this let G be a dense Gδ set
such that the restriction of Φ∗ is continuous onG andG =
⋂∞
i=1 Ui where Ui are dense
open sets in F . Assume Ui+1 ⊆ Ui for each i. Recursively choose 1 = n1 ≤ n2 ≤ . . .
and si ∈ F[ni,ni+1) such that for every a ∈ F if P[ni,ni+1)a = si then a ∈ Ui. Now let
t0 =
∑
i
s2i t1 =
∑
i
s2i+1
Let Q0 =
∑
i even P[ni,ni+1) and Q1 =
∑
i odd P[ni,ni+1). Define Ψ on F by
Ψ(a) = Ψ0(a) + Ψ1(a)
where
Ψ0(a) = Φ∗(Q0a + t1)− Φ∗(t0)
Ψ1(a) = Φ∗(Q1a + t0)− Φ∗(t1).
It is easy to see that Ψ is a continuous representation of Φ on F . By possibly
replacing Ψ with the map a→ Ψ(a)Ψ(I)∗ we can assume Ψ is unital.
In order to find a *-homomorphism representation of Φ, first we find a repre-
sentation of Φ which is stabilized by a sequence {un} of orthogonal elements of F in
the sense to be made clear below.
Claim 1. For all n and ǫ > 0 there are k > n and u ∈ F[n,k) such that for
every a and b in F satisfying P[n,∞)a = P[n,∞)b and P[n,k)a = P[n,k)b = u, there exists
c ∈ D[ ~E] such that ‖Ψ(a)−Ψ(b)− c‖ < ǫ and µˆ(P[k,∞)c) < ǫ.
Proof. Suppose claim fails for n and ǫ > 0. Recursively build sequences mi, ui, si
and ti for i ∈ N as follows
(a) n = m0 < m1 < m2 < . . . ,
(b) ui ∈ F[mi,mi+1),
(c) si and ti are elements of F[0,n),
(d) for every c ∈ D[ ~E] if ‖Ψ(si + ui)−Ψ(ti + ui)− c‖ < ǫ then µˆ(P[i,∞)c) ≥ ǫ.
This can be easily done by our assumption. Since F[0,n) is finite let 〈s, t〉 be a
pair 〈si, ti〉 which appears infinitely often. Note that Ψ is a representation of an
automorphism, therefore we can find k large enough and d, h ∈ DJ [ ~E] such that for
every j ∈ N
‖Ψ(s+
∑
i
ui)−Ψ(s+ uj)−Ψ(
∑
i 6=j
ui)− d‖ < ǫ/3
‖Ψ(t+
∑
i
ui)−Ψ(t+ uj)−Ψ(
∑
i 6=j
ui)− h‖ < ǫ/3,
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and
(2) µˆ(P[k,∞)d) ≤ ǫ/3, µˆ(P[i,∞)h) ≤ ǫ/3.
Both d and h can be chosen to be Ψ(0). Also fix a c ∈ D[ ~E] such that
(3) ‖Ψ(s+
∑
i
ui)−Ψ(t+
∑
i
ui)− c‖ < ǫ/3.
We will see that with these assumptions no such c could belong to DJ [ ~E]. For
infinitely many j ≥ k we have
‖Ψ(s+ uj) − Ψ(t+ uj)− (d+ h + c)‖
≤ ‖Ψ(s+
∑
i
ui)−Ψ(s+ uj)−Ψ(
∑
i 6=j
ui)− d‖
+ ‖Ψ(t+
∑
i
ui)−Ψ(t+ uj)−Ψ(
∑
i 6=j
ui)− h‖
+ ‖Ψ(s+
∑
i
ui)−Ψ(t+
∑
i
ui)− c‖
< ǫ/3 + ǫ/3 + ǫ/3 = ǫ.
Hence by condition (d) we have µˆ(P[j,∞)(d+ h+ c)) ≥ ǫ and
µˆ(P[j,∞)d) + µˆ(P[j,∞)h) + µˆ(P[j,∞)c) ≥ µˆ(P[j,∞)(d+ h+ c)) ≥ ǫ.
Therefore by (2) we have µˆ(P[j,∞)c) ≥ ǫ for infinitely many j ≥ k. Since c was
arbitrary this implies that for any c satisfying (3) we have limi→∞ µˆ(P[i,∞)c) > ǫ.
Hence Ψ(s+
∑
i ui)−Ψ(t+
∑
i ui) does not belong to D
J [ ~E]. This is a contradiction
since (s+
∑
i ui)− (t +
∑
i ui) is a compact operator and therefore Ψ(s+
∑
i ui)−
Ψ(t+
∑
i ui) ∈ D
J [ ~E]. 
We build two increasing sequences of natural numbers (ni) and (ki) such that
ni < ki < ni+1 for every i and so called ”stabilizers” ui ∈ F[ni,ni+1) such that for all
a, b ∈ F which P[ni,ni+1)a = P[ni,ni+1)b = ui the following holds:
(1) If P[ni+1,∞)a = P[ni+1,∞)b then there exists c ∈ D[
~E] such that ‖[Ψ(a) −
Ψ(b)]P[ki,∞) − c‖ < 2
−ni and µˆ(P[ki,∞)c) < 2
−ni.
(2) If P[0,ni)a = P[0,ni)b then ‖[Ψ(a)−Ψ(b)]P[ki,∞)‖ ≤ 2
−ni.
Assume ni, ki−1 and ui−1 have been chosen. By the claim above we can find ki
and u0i ∈ F[ni,ki) such that (1) holds. Now since Ψ is strongly continuous we can find
ni+1 ≥ ki and ui ∈ F[ni,ni+1) extending u
0
i such that (2) holds.
Let Ji = [ni, ni+1) and νi = DJi[ ~E]. Then D[ ~E] =
∏
νi and for b ∈ D[ ~E] we have
b =
∑
j bj where bj ∈ νj . Note that FJi is finite and 2
−ni+1-dense in νi. Fix a linear
ordering of FJi and define σi : νi −→ FJi by letting σi(b) to be the least element of
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FJi which is in the 2
−ni+1- neighborhood of b. For b ∈ D[ ~E]≤1 let beven =
∑
σ2i(b2i)
and bodd =
∑
σ2i+1(b2i+1). Both of these elements belong to F and b − beven − bodd
is compact.
Define Λ2i+1 : ν2i+1 −→ D[ ~E] by
Λ2i+1(a) = Ψ(ueven + σ2i+1(a))−Ψ(ueven).
Since Ψ is continuous and σi is Borel-measurable, Λ2i+1 is Borel-measurable.
Let Qi = P[ki−1,ki+1) with k−1 = 0. Note that if | i − j |> 1 then Qi and Qj are
orthogonal.
Let Λ :
∏∞
i=0 ν2i+1 −→ D[
~E] be defined by
Λ(b) = Ψ(ueven + bodd)−Ψ(ueven).
Since b− bodd ia compact we have Ψ(b)− Λ(b) ∈ D
J [ ~E]. Therefore Λ is a represen-
tation of Φ on
∏∞
i=0 ν2i+1.
Claim 2. For b =
∑
j b2j+1 ∈
∏∞
j=0 ν2j+1, the operator Ψ(b)−
∑∞
i=0Q2i+1Λ2i+1(b2i+1)
belongs to DJ [ ~E].
Since Λ is a representation of Φ on
∏∞
i=0 ν2i+1, there exists c ∈ D
J [ ~E] such that
for every large enough l, ‖[Ψ(b)+Λ(b)]Q2l+1−c‖ < 2
−n2l and µˆ(P[k2l,∞)c) < 2
−n2l. Let
bl =
∑∞
j=l σ2j+1(b2j+1) and apply (1) to b
l and bodd implies that there exists c
′ ∈ D[ ~E]
such that ‖[Ψ(ueven+b
l)−Ψ(ueven−bodd)]Q2l+1−c
′‖ < 2−n2l and µˆ(P[k2l,∞)c
′) < 2−n2l.
Therefore
‖Q2l+1[Ψ(b)−
∑
i
Q2i+1Λ2i+1(b2i+1)]− (c+ c
′)‖
≤ ‖Q2l+1[Ψ(b)− Λ(b)]− c‖+ ‖Q2l+1[Λ(b)−
∑
i
Q2i+1Λ2i+1(b2i+1)]− c
′‖
≤ 2−n2l + ‖Q2l+1[Λ(b)−Ψ(ueven + b
l)−Ψ(ueven)]− c
′‖
+ ‖Q2l+1[Ψ(ueven + b
l)−Ψ(ueven)− Λ2l+1(b2l+1)]‖ [Apply (2)]
≤ 3.2−n2l.
Now for d = P[k2l,∞)(c+ c
′) + [
∑l
n=0Q2n+1Λ2n+1(b2n+1)− P[0,k2l)Ψ(b)] and any large
enough l we have
‖Ψ(b)−
∑
i
Q2i+1Λ2i+1(b2i+1)− d‖ ≤
∞∑
j=l
2−n2j
and µˆ(P[k2l,∞)d) < 2.2
−n2l. This completes the proof of the claim 2.
Now let Λ′2i+1 : ν2i+1 → Q2i+1D[ ~E] be defined as
Λ′2i+1(b) = Q2i+1Λ2i+1(b).
Let c2i+1 = Λ
′
2i+1(I2i+1), where I2i+1 is the unit of ν2i+1, and δi = max{‖c
2
2i+1 −
c2i+1‖, ‖c
∗
2i+1−c2i+1‖}. We show that lim supi δi = 0. Assume not; find δ > 0 and an
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infinite set M ⊂ 2N+1 such that for all i ∈M we have max{‖c2i − ci‖, ‖c
∗
i − ci‖} >
δ. Let c =
∑
i∈M ci, by our previous claim if P =
∑
i∈M Qi then Ψ(P ) − c is
compact. Therefore c − c2 and c − c∗ are compact. Since ci’s are orthogonal we
have c2 =
∑
i∈M c
2
i and c
∗ =
∑
i∈M c
∗
i . Thus for large enough i ∈ M we have
‖ci−c
2
i ‖ = ‖Qi(c−c
2)‖ ≤ δ and ‖ci−c
∗
i ‖ = ‖Qi(c−c
∗)‖ ≤ δ, which is a contradiction.
Applying lemma 4.4 to c2i+1 for large enough i we get projections S2i+1 ≤ Q2i+1 such
that lim supi→∞ ‖S2i+1 − Λ
′
2i+1(I2i+1)‖ = 0. Let
Λ′′i (a) = S2i+1Λ
′
2i+1(a)S2i+1
for a ∈ ν2i+1. Now by re-enumerating indices we can assume Λ
′′
i is ǫ-approximate
unital *-homomorphism, for small enough ǫ. Then Λ′′(a) =
∑
i Λ
′′
i (a) is a represen-
tation of Φ on
∏
i ν2i+1. Let
δ0i = sup
a,b∈ν2i+1≤1
{‖Λ′′i (ab)− Λ
′′
i (a)Λ
′′
i (b)‖}
δ1i = sup
a,b∈ν2i+1≤1
{‖Λ′′i (a+ b)− Λ
′′
i (a)− Λ
′′
i (b)‖}
δ2i = sup
a∈ν2i+1≤1
{‖Λ′′i (a
∗)− Λ′′i (a)
∗‖}
δ3i = sup
a∈ν2i+1≤1
{‖Λ′′i (a)‖ − ‖a‖}.
(4)
We claim that limimax0≤k≤3δ
k
i = 0. We only show limi δ
0
i = 0 since the others
are similar. Take a and b in
∑
i ν2i+1 such that PJia = ai and PJib = bi for all i. Since
Ψ(ab)−Ψ(a)Ψ(b) is compact, by claim 2 so is Λ′′(ab)− Λ′′(a)Λ′′(b) , which implies
lim δ0i = 0. Let δj = max0≤i≤3{δ
i
j}. Each Λ
′′
j is a Borel measurable δj-approximate
*-homomorphism. Therefore by lemma 4.3 for any large enough j we can find a
*-homomorphism Θj defined on ν2j+1 which is Kδj-approximation of Λ
′′
j . Define
Θ :
∑
i ν2i+1 −→ D[
~E] by Θ =
∑
Θi. Since limj δj = 0, Θ is a representation of
Φ on
∑
i>n ν2i+1. Hence Θ can be extended to a *-homomorphism representation of
Φ on
∑
i ν2i+1. By repeating the same argument for even intervals instead of odd
intervals, one can get a *-homomorphism representation of Φ on
∑
i ν2i. Now by
combining these two representation we get the desired representation of Φ.

5. automorphisms of borel quotients of fdd-algebras are
topologically trivial
This section is devoted to find local Baire-measurable representations of Φ. For
this section it is enough to assume J is a Borel ideal on natural numbers containing
all finite sets and we also assume that all elements of the FDD-algebra are taken
from the unit ball. We say an automorphism Φ : CJ [ ~E] → CJ [ ~E] is trivial if it
has a representation which is *-homomorphism and that it is ∆12 if the set {(a, b) :
Φ(πJ (a)) = πJ (b)} is ∆
1
2.
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Fix a partition ~I = (In) of natural numbers into finite intervals and for each
n fix a finite set Gn of operators which is 2
−n-dense (in norm) in the unit ball of
D{n}[ ~E] ∼= M|En|(C). As before let
F
~I
n =
∏
i∈In
Gi, F
~I =
∏
n∈N
F
~I
n
and for M ⊂ N let
F
~I
M =
∏
n∈M
F
~I
n .
Note that each F
~I
n is 2
k−1-dense in DIn[ ~E] where k is the smallest element of
In. Since each Gn is finite, the product topology and the strong operator topology
coincide on F
~I . For any M ⊆ N let PˆM = P∪n∈MIn.
Lemma 5.1. If a forcing notion P captures F
~I , then there is a P-name x˙ for a
real such that for every p ∈ P there is an infinite M ⊂ N such that for every
a ∈ D∪n∈MIn[
~E] there is qa ≤ p such that qa  PˆM x˙ =
J aˇ.
Proof. Since the ideal J contains all finite sets and the sequence {F
~I
n} is eventually
dense in D∪n∈M In[
~E]. The proof follows from the definition 3.2. 
Let CM [ ~E] = DM [ ~E]/DM [ ~E] ∩ D
J ~E] and define the following ideals on N.
Triv0Φ = {M ⊂ N : Φ ↾ CM [
~E] has a strongly continuous representation}
Triv1Φ = {M ⊂ N : Φ ↾ CM [
~E] is ∆12}.
We say that Φ is locally topologically trivial if Triv0Φ is non-meager and it is
locally ∆12 if Triv
1
Φ is non-meager.
The following lemma is well-known and is proved in [14, lemma 4.5], where P
is countable support iteration of some creature forcings and the random forcing.
Since groupwise Silver forcings as well as random forcing are also Suslin proper,
ωω-bounding and have continuous reading of names the same proof works for P =
{Pξ, Q˙η : ξ ≤ κ, η < κ}, a countable support iteration of forcings such that each
Q˙η is forced to be either some groupwise Silver forcing or the random forcing.
Lemma 5.2. Assume P = {Pξ, Q˙η : ξ ≤ κ, η < κ} is as above and x˙ is a P-name
for a real. For A ⊆ R a Borel set and g : R2 → R a Borel function, if p ∈ P is such
that x˙ is continuously read below p, then the set
{a : p  g(aˇ, x˙) ∈ A}
is ∆12.
Note that since P is ωω- bounding we can assume all partitions of N into finite
intervals in the generic extension by P are ground model partitions. We will use
lemma 5.2 to show that if all partitions are captured by some groupwise Silver
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forcings in stationary many steps of uncountable cofinality, then any automorphism
Φ is forced to be locally ∆12 in the generic extension.
Lemma 5.3. Assume P is a countable support iteration forcing notion of length c+
as above such that for every partition ~I of N into finite intervals the set
{ξ < c+ : Pξ Q˙ξ captures F
~I and cf(ξ) ≥ ℵ1}
is stationary. Then every automorphism Φ : CJ [ ~E] → CJ [ ~E] is forced to be locally
∆12.
Proof. Let Φ˙ be a P-name for an automorphism in the generic extension as above
and Φ˙∗ be an arbitrary representation of Φ˙. Let G ⊂ P be a generic filter.
Assume Triv1
intG(Φ˙)
is meager in V [G] with a witnessing partition ~I = (In), i.e. for
every infinite A ⊂ N the set
⋃
n∈A In is not in Triv
1
intG(Φ˙)
. Since our forcings have
cardinality < c+, the set of all ξ < c+ of uncountable cofinality such that ~I witnesses
Triv1
intG↾ξ(Φ˙↾ξ)
is meager in V [G ↾ ξ] includes a club C (cf. [14]) relative to the set
{ξ < c+ : cf(ξ) > ℵ0}.
By our assumption there is a stationary set S of ordinals of uncountable cofinalities
such that for all ξ ∈ S we have Pξ ”Q˙ξ adds a real x˙ξ which captures F
~I”. Fix
η ∈ S ∩ C. Let y˙ be a P[η,c+]-name such that
Φ(πJ (x˙η)) = πJ (y˙).
Note that x˙η is the generic real added by Qη and since P has the continuous reading
of names for any p ∈ P[η,c+] there are q ≤ p, a countable set S containing η, a
compact set K ⊆ RS and a continuous map h : K 7→ R such that q forces that
hˇ(〈x˙ξ : ξ ∈ S〉) = y˙. Since Q˙η captures F
~I there is an infinite A ⊂ N such that if
M =
⋃
n∈A In for every a ∈ DM(
~E) there is qa ≤ q such that qa  PˇM x˙η =
J aˇ and
therefore Φ∗(PˇM)y˙ =
J Φ∗(aˇ). For every a ∈ DM( ~E) we have
Φ∗(a) =
J b⇐⇒ qa  b =
J Φ∗(PˇM)hˇ(〈x˙ξ : ξ ∈ S〉),
so lemma 5.2 implies that the set {(a, b) ∈ DM [ ~E]×D[ ~E] : Φ(πJ (a)) = πJ (b)} is ∆
1
2.
Therefore M is in Triv1
intG↾η(Φ˙↾η)
, which contradicts the assumption that ~I witnesses
the meagerness of Triv1
intG↾η(Φ˙↾η)
. 
The following lemmas is very similar to [14, lemma 4.9].
Lemma 5.4. Suppose f and g are functions such that each of them is a represen-
tation of a *-homomorphism from CJ [ ~E] into CJ [ ~E]. Assume
∆f,g,J = {a ∈ F
~I : f(a) 6=J g(a)}
is null. Then ∆f,g,J is empty.
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Proof. By inner regularity of the Haar measure we can find a compact set K ⊂ F
disjoint from ∆f,g,J of measure > 1/2. Fix any a ∈ F
~I . Since the set K + a also
has measure > 1/2, we can find b ∈ K such that b+ a is also in K. Now we have
f(a) =J f(a+ b)− f(b) =J g(a+ b)− g(b) =J g(a)

Corollary 5.5. Suppose f and g are continuous functions such that each of them
is a representations of a *-homomorphism from D[ ~E] into C(A) and the random
forcing R forces that f(x˙) =J g(x˙), where x˙ is the canonical name for the random
real. Then f(a) =J g(a) for every a ∈ D[ ~E].
Proof. Let ∆f,g,J be as defined in previous lemma. If ∆f,g,J is null by lemma 5.4
we are done. Assume ∆f,g,J has positive measure and M is a countable model of
ZFC containing codes for f, g and J , since x˙ is the random real, x˙ ∈ ∆f,g,J and
therefore f(x˙) 6=J g(x˙) in the generic extension. But our assumption f(x˙) =J g(x˙)
is a ∆11 statement so it is true in V . Which is a contradiction. 
Recall that for M ⊂ N, PM is the projection on the closed span of
⋃
n∈M{ei :
i ∈ ~En}.
Lemma 5.6. Suppose J is a Borel ideal on N. If a ∈ D[ ~E] \ DJ [ ~E] and L is a
non-meager ideal on N, then there exists M ∈ L such that PMa /∈ D
J [ ~E].
Proof. Since a does not belong to DJ [ ~E] there is ǫ > 0 such that
A = {n ∈ N : ‖an‖ > ǫ} /∈ J .
Since A ∩ J is a proper Borel ideal on A there are disjoint finite sets In such that⋃
n∈N In = A and for every infinite X ⊆ N the set
⋃
n∈X In /∈ A ∩ J . Let
~J = (Jn)
be a partition of N such that Jn ∩A = In for every n. Since L is a non-meager ideal
there exists an infinite X ⊆ N such that
⋃
n∈X Jn ∈ L. For M =
⋃
n∈X Jn we have⋃
n∈X In ⊆ supp(PMa) /∈ J and clearly ‖an‖ ≥ ǫ for every n ∈
⋃
n∈X In. Hence
PMa /∈ D
J [ ~E].

Next lemma shows that every locally topologically trivial automorphism in the
extension is forced to have a ”simple” definition.
Lemma 5.7. Assume P = {Pξ, Q˙η : ξ ≤ c
+, η < c+} is as above where Q˙0 is the
poset for the random forcing and assume Φ˙ is a P-name for an automorphism which
extends a locally topologically trivial ground model automorphism Φ : CJ [ ~E]→ CJ [ ~E]
such that intGΦ˙ is itself locally topologically trivial with the same local continuous
maps witnessing local triviality of Φ, then there exists a q ∈ P such that
q  {(a, b) : Φ(πJ (a)) = πJ (b)} is Π
1
2.
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Proof. Let g˙ξ be the canonical Qξ-name for the generic real added by Qξ and let y˙ be
a P-name such that Φ˙(πJ (g˙0)) = πJ (y˙). Note that g˙0 is the canonical Q0-name for
the random real. Since P has continuous reading of names, we can find a condition p
with countable support S containing 0, a compact set K ⊂ (F
~I)S and a continuous
function h : K → F
~I such that p  h(〈g˙ξ : ξ ∈ S〉) = y˙.
Let Z be the set of all pairs (M,N, f) such that
(1) M,N ⊆ N.
(2) f : DM [ ~E] → DN [ ~E] is a continuous representation of a *-homomorphism
from CJM [
~E] into CJN [
~E].
(3) f(PM) =
J PN .
(4) f(a) ∈ DJ [ ~E] if and only if a ∈ DJ [ ~E] ∩ DM [ ~E].
(5) p  f(PˇM g˙0) =
J PˇN y˙.
It is not hard to see that conditions (1),(2),(3), and (4) are Π11 and therefore by
(co)analytic absoluteness still hold in the generic extension. Moreover by lemma 5.2
condition (5) is ∆12. Therefore Z is ∆
1
2. The set
Γ = {M : (M,N, f) ∈ Z for some N and f}
is an ideal on N and Triv0Φ ⊆ Γ. Since Φ is locally topologically trivial, Γ is non-
meager. For any M ∈ Γ let fM be such that (M,N, fM) ∈ Z for some N ⊆ N. Let
Φ∗ be an arbitrary representation of the extension of Φ in the forcing extension.
Claim 1: For all M ∈ Γ we have fM(a) =
J Φ∗(a) for every a in DM( ~E).
This clearly holds for any finite M . Assume M ∈ Γ is infinite. By our assump-
tion p forces that
fM(PM g˙0) =
J PNΦ∗(g˙0).
Now by corollary 5.5, since PM g˙0 is the random real with respect to
∏
n∈M Gn,
for every a in DM( ~E)
fM(a) =
J PNΦ∗(a).
Let d = (I − PN)Φ∗(a). It’s enough to show that d ∈ D
J [ ~E]. Let c = Φ−1∗ (d)
and note that (I − PM)c ∈ D
J [ ~E] since
Φ∗((I − PM)c) =
J Φ∗(I − PM)Φ∗(a)(I − PN) =
J 0.
On the other hand we have
fM(PMc) =
J PNΦ∗(PMc) =
J 0.
By assumption (4) we have PMc ∈ D
J [ ~E]. This implies c and hence d belong
to DJ [ ~E].
As a consequence of claim (1) if M ∈ Γ then fM witnesses that M ∈ Triv
0
Φ and
therefore Γ = Triv0Φ.
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Claim 2: The following holds in the generic extension:
{(a, b) : Φ(πJ (a)) = πJ (b)} = {(a, b) : (∀(M,N, f) ∈ Z) f(PMa) =
J PNb}.
Suppose Φ(πJ (a)) = πJ (b). Again let Φ∗ be an arbitrary representation of the
extension of Φ in the forcing extension. For any (M,N, f) ∈ Z by claim (1) we have
f(PMa) =
J Φ∗(PMa) =
J PNb.
To see the other direction take (a, b) such that Φ(πJ (a)) 6= πJ (b). Since Φ is an
automorphism we can find a DJ [ ~E]-positive element c such that Φ∗(c) =
J Φ∗(a)−b.
Since Γ is a non-meager ideal by lemma 5.6 we can find an infinite M ∈ Γ such that
PMc is D
J [ ~E]-positive. Now for (M,N, fM) ∈ Z we have
fM(PMa)− PNb =
J Φ∗(PMa)− Φ∗(PM)b =
J Φ∗(PM)(Φ∗(a)− b) =
J Φ∗(PMc)
and therefore (a, b) does not belong to the left hand side of the equation.
This completes the proof since the right hand side of the equation is Π12. 
6. trivial automorphisms
Proof of theorem 2.2. Start with a countable model of ZFC+MA and
consider the countable support iteration P = {Pξ, Q˙η : ξ ≤ c
+, η < c+} of forcings
of the form S
F
~I and the random forcing such that
(1) For every partition ~I of N into finite intervals the set {ξ : Qξ is SF ~I and cf(ξ) >
ℵ0} is stationary.
(2) The set {ξ : Qξ is the random forcing and cf(ξ) > ℵ0} is also a stationary
set.
Let G be a generic filter on P. Fix a P-name J˙ for a Borel ideal on N and a P-name
Φ˙ for an automorphism of CJ [ ~E] in the extension. Since every partition is captured
in stationary many steps of uncountable cofinalities, by lemma 5.3 Φ˙ is forced to
be a P-name for a locally ∆12 automorphism. Each Pξ is proper, hence no reals are
added at stages of uncountable cofinality. For every η with uncountable cofinality
H(ℵ1)
V [G↾η] is the direct limit of H(ℵ1)
V [G↾ξ] for ξ < η. By a basic model theory fact
there is a club C relative to {ξ < c+ : cf(ξ) ≥ ℵ1} such that for every ξ ∈ C and A˙
a P-name for a set of reals we have
(H(ℵ1), intG↾ξ(A˙ ↾ ξ))
V [G↾ξ]  (H(ℵ1), intG(A˙))
V [G].
Therefore for every ξ ∈ C, Φ˙ ↾ ξ is a Pξ-name for a locally ∆
1
2 automorphism
and cf(ξ) > ℵ0. Fix such a ξ and by (2) assume Q˙ξ is the name for the random
forcing. By MA in the ground model and applying lemma 3.12 locally we can
find Baire-measurable and hence continuous representations of Φ˙ in V . Therefore
Φ˙ is a P[ξ,c+]-name for a locally topologically trivial automorphism which its local
triviality is witnessed by ground model continuous maps. Therefore lemma 5.7
implies that intG(Φ˙) is forced to be Π
1
2 in V [G]. Since our assumption that there is
a measurable cardinal implies that Π12 sets have Π
1
2-uniformizations and all Π
1
2 sets
have the property of Baire, the automorphism intGΦ˙ has a Baire-measurable and
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hence a continuous representation. If J is a Borel P-ideal by lemma 4.5 we can get
a representation of intGΦ˙ which is a *-homomorphism.

The following corollary is essentially proved in [14] where the authors show the
consistency of having all automorphisms of P (N)/I trivial for a Borel ideal I while
the Calkin algebra has an outer automorphism.
Corollary 6.1. It is relatively consistent with ZFC that all automorphisms of CJ [ ~E]
are (trivial) topologically trivial for a Borel (P-)ideal J and every partition ~E of
natural numbers into finite intervals while the Calkin algebra has an outer automor-
phism.
Proof. Since P is a countable support iteration of proper ωω-bounding forcings, it is
proper and ωω-bounding [25, § xVI.2.8(D)]. Hence the dominating number d = ℵ1.
This and the weak continuum hypothesis 2ℵ0 < 2ℵ1 imply that the Calkin algebra
has an outer automorphism (see [10], the paragraph after the proof of Theorem
1.1). In order to get 2ℵ0 < 2ℵ1 start with a model of CH and force with the poset
consisting of all countable partial functions f : ℵ3 × ℵ1 → {0, 1} ordered by the
reverse inclusion to add ℵ3 so-called Cohen subsets of ℵ1. This will increase 2
ℵ1 to
ℵ3 while preserving CH. Now force with P the iteration of length ℵ2 as above to
make all automorphisms of CJ [ ~E] trivial. A simple ∆-system argument shows that
P is ℵ2-cc and hence it preserves 2
ℵ1 . 
7. concluding remarks
We don’t know whether the large cardinal assumption in theorem 2.2 is neces-
sary. We have partially removed the need for this assumption in our proof, but as
it is pointed out in [14] it is likely that one can completely remove it.
The forcing P used in this article in fact can be written as a countable support
iteration of the random forcing and a single groupwise Silver forcing in the way
described in the proof of the theorem 2.2. To see this notice that if two partitions
of natural numbers ~I and ~J are such that ~J is coarser than ~I, then S
F
~J captures
F
~I . Let ~J = (Jn) be such that |Jn| = n. It is enough to show that for every ~I there
exists a condition p in S
F
~J such that the partial order {q ∈ SF ~J : q ≤ p} is forcing
equivalent to S
F
~I . By the remark above we can assume |In| = kn is increasing. Let
p be such that dom(p) = N \ {k1, k2, . . . } . Clearly any such p is a condition in SF ~J
since |Jn| = n. Now it is not hard to check that {q ∈ SF ~J : q ≤ p} and SF ~I are
forcing equivalent.
Note that the results of this paper and [14] can not be immediately modified
to work for the category of compact metric groups; for example in ZFC the quo-
tient group
∏
Z/2Z/
⊕
Z/2Z has 2c automorphisms and therefore it has nontrivial
automorphisms, see [7, Proposition 9].
We end with the following question.
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Question 7.1. Are there Borel ideals I and J such that the assertion that
’
∏
nMn(C)/
⊕
I Mn(C) is isomorphic to
∏
nMn(C)/
⊕
J Mn(C)’ is independent from
ZFC?
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